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Virtual meetings share in all the same challenges as in-person meetings and more. 

Between technology and connection issues, the ease of distractions and multi-

tasking, and difficulty in engaging through a screen, it's almost a wonder we have

virtual meetings at all. But given their proliferation, it's about time we take them

seriously and make virtual meetings productive and enjoyable.
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"Using Google docs and Trello boards make the
virtual meeting collaborative and interactive in ways
that more closely simulate in-person meetings while

also getting more thinking onto the table.

This guide contains step-by-step instructions for using Trello to facilitate

brainstorming sessions that mimic the tried-and-true sticky-note and cloud-

clustering exercises used during in-person meetings. Bonus: You can use this

approach during in-person meetings too or as pre-work between meetings. 

 

It also contains suggestions and sample norms for virtual meeting processes,

technology and participation.
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In order to use Trello, each participant needs an account. Start by setting up your free

Trello account by going to www.trello.com.

 

Start the sign up process, add the requested 

information, and confirm your email to 

complete your account set up.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Set up your account on Trello

“Because we can call in by phone
and don’t need to be physically

tied down, we participate in
virtual meetings while commuting,
sitting in a noisy cafe, or walking

around tidying up. We'd never
tolerate that behavior during an

in-person meeting.”

Getting Started
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1. Create your first board as a practice space.

 

Boards are the brainstorm

 work-space. You'll likely 

want a fresh board for 

each meeting. You can

archive boards when you

are done with them.
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Follow the set-up instructions to learn the basics of Trello

2. Create lists on your board.

 

Lists are the columns that 

will initially hold the 

brainstormed content. You

can create lists as prompts

and later add additional 

lists to help you cloud-

cluster the responses.

3. Create cards in a list.

 

Cards are like sticky-notes.

You'll want one idea per 

card. Later on, you can add

additional information to

cards, sort and filter them,

and move them around.
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1. Create a team to easily share boards.

Invite your team to Trello

2. Invite team members by email. Note they will  later need to join a board in order to

contribute to it.
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Create a Trello board prior to the start of the meeting. Set it up with the appropriate lists

and share the link or board name so meeting participants can easily access it during

the meeting.
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Set up boards as you need them

After-Action Review: (1) keep doing, (2) stop doing,  (3) consider doing.

Feedback on an idea or decision:   (1) appreciations, (2) concerns, (3) enhancements.

Responses on a series of questions: e.g. (1) What do you love about how we currently

run meetings?  (2) What have you seen other teams do that works well?

Brainstorming ideas: e.g. (1) topics for the blog,  (2) potential guests for the podcast.

Individuals: give each person their own list to dump ideas into.

Anything else you can think of where one idea per card will be useful.

Regardless of which approach you take, create a 'miscellaneous' list for ideas that don't fit

anywhere else.

Create lists on a Trello board to get the thinking started
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1. Ask everyone to go to the current board on their computer or mobile device. 

 

2. Encourage team members to add one idea per card in the most appropriate list. 

They can add ideas by: 

**Typing them on a computer, 

**Typing them in the Trello mobile app

**Writing on sticky notes, taking a photo of each sticky, 

and uploading each photo to a separate card.  

 

To upload a photo using the Mobile app:

Take all the pictures first using the 'square' setting on your 

camera. This will make them easier to upload.

 

1) Tap "Add card" at the bottom of the appropriate column.

2) Give the card a simple title.

3) Tap the card to open it.

4) Tap "Add attachments" --> Chose From Photos

5) Select the photo and tap "done".

6) Tap the "X" to close this card and repeat for each sticky.
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Use the board during the meeting to gather and organize ideas

“Virtual meetings are
gaining in popularity as
companies continue to
embrace global talent,

freelance team
members, and flexible
“work from anywhere”

policies.”
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3. Set a timer for idea generation (Typically 2-5 minutes). Provide additional time for

uploading sticky note pictures if needed.

 

4. Once the brainstorming is done, give people a few minutes to read all the ideas

that were added.

 

5. As a group, decide how you want to organize the information and then do it. Here

are a few options:

Create new lists that capture themes (e.g. product ideas, service ideas, etc)

and drag-and-drop card into the appropriate list.
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Use the board during the meeting to gather and organize ideas

Create tags for each them and tag cards

accordingly.

Ask people to vote by                    

 becoming a member of a                      

 card.

http://bit.ly/MMTimeAudit
http://bit.ly/MMTimeAudit
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Sort and filter cards to view different groupings

Click the "Show Menu +three dots"                                   to open the board's options.

 

Click "search" and the search or filter per your requirements.

 

When you're finished with a board, archive it to make space for                       

 additional board on your team.You can always access it again                                             

later.

"Without the social pressure to stay focused, many of us will
lose concentration at some point and give in to checking
email. That's why its critical to use technology to engage
participants in actively contributing to the conversation."

http://bit.ly/MMTimeAudit
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Technology                       How to Use It + Why I Recommend It

Technology for Virtual Meetings

The right technology is critical to enabling productive and enjoyable virtual teams and

meetings. Below is a list of technology tools to consider incorporating into your team,

along with suggestions for how to use each tool so you can optimize virtual

engagement and minimize potential issues.
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Technology                       How to Use It + Why I Recommend It

"When you treat virtual meetings with the same
thoughtfulness as in-person meetings, other

people will likely take them more seriously too."
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Category                                Practice or Norm

Virtual Meeting Practices

Clear and explicit virtual meeting practices reduce the complexity when connecting

digitally. The more your team upholds its own practices, the easier and more

comfortable virtual meetings will become. What practices will your team agree to?


